University Ave. and Sacramento St.
- Construct Q-Jump Right Turn Lane
- Recolate Bus Stop to Far Side

University Ave. and Curtis St.
- Remove Bus Stop

University Ave. and Grant St.
- Recolate Bus Stop

Acton St. to McGee Ave.
- "Peak Hour Bus Only" and/or "Right Turn Only Except Bus" lane
- Roadway widening

University Ave. and Martin Luther King Jr. Way
- Construct Q-Jump Right Turn Lane
- Recolate Bus Stop to Far Side

Bancroft Way and Dana St.
- New Signal

Durant Ave and Dana St.
- Bus Bulb
- Recolate Bus Stop to Far Side

College Ave and Derby St.
- Recolate Bus Stop to Far Side

College Ave and Ashby Ave.
- Construct Left Turn Pocket

University Ave.
- 9th St.
- Recolate Bus Stop to Far Side

6th Street to West St.
- "Peak Hour Bus Only" and/or "Right Turn Only Except Bus" lane
- Roadway widening

University Ave. and San Pablo Ave.
- Shared Bus Lane

University Ave. and Curtis St.
- Remove Bus Stop

University Ave.
- and Grant St.
- Roadway widening

University Ave. and Martin Luther King Jr. Way
- Construct Q-Jump Right Turn Lane
- Roadway Widening

University Ave. and California St.
- Recolate Bus Stop to Far Side

Bancroft Way and Dana St.
- New Signal

Durant Ave and and Dana St.
- Bus Bulb
- Recolate Bus Stop to Far Side

College Ave and College Ave.
- Bus Bulb
- New Signal

Durant Ave and College Ave.
- Recolate Bus Stop to Far Side

College Ave and College Ave.
- Recolate Bus Stop to Far Side

College Ave and College Ave.
- Recolate Bus Stop to Far Side